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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, MAX LANGE, a citizen of the United States, residing at Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have invented and produced a new and original Design for Bicycle and other Brushes, of which the following is a specification, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, forming part thereof.

The leading feature of my design for a bicycle-brush or other brush is a body portion of curved or segmental form in longitudinal direction and cylindrical in cross-section or transverse direction.

Figure 1 represents a side elevation of a brush embodying my design. Fig. 2 represents a section thereof on line xx, Fig. 1.

In the drawings, A designates the body of a brush composed of the bristles B and holder C, said body being of a curved or segmental form in longitudinal and transverse directions.

C' designates the handle of the brush.

What I claim is—

The design for a bicycle or other brush, substantially as shown and described.

MAX LANGE.

Witnesses:

JOHN A. WIEDERSHEIM,
WM. C. WIEDERSHEIM.